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Would you believe that the year has passed so quickly, and
on looking back one has the feeling that there was so much
that we did not do, or left unfinished. These thoughts of
course could suggest that we failed to accomplish much. On
reflection however, much was accomplished, if we equate the
time we had available with our busy schedule, our many real
responsibilities and or service to others, and of course the
things not planned for. There is always the niggling thought in
the back of our mind that we could have done better. Well,
before we start feeling bad about this, be positive, and look
on the bright side. We should realise that it would be an impossibility to accomplish all that we wanted to do anyway! So,
be thankful for all that was accomplished notwithstanding.
What brought to mind the lateness of the year, is the reminder of the last club
meeting and closing social to be held on the 26th November
at 14:00. There was also the return of the ‘Ham Spirit Trophy,
to OM Dennis. Seems like just the other day that we were
asked for nominations and here we are doing that again. My,
how time flies.
There seemed to be a misunderstanding regarding last
month’s club meeting, as some of the fellows went to the
venue a week early. We do realise that this was the fourth
Saturday of the month, and apologise for any inconvenience
caused. However, it was clearly announced in the weekly bulletins and in Ragchew, that the meeting would be held on the
29th October, to coincide with the ‘CQ World Wide Contest.’
Talking about that meeting, it went off very well, considering,
that the planned agenda was not fully adhered to. The idea
was that after a short general discussion, those that felt inclined would take part in the contest, while others ..See Over
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Chairman’s Chat….Cont:
would prepare for, and braai and generally all would enjoy a ragchew! We started off with
an informal meeting, and as soon as this was concluded, OM John told us about the electrically operated instant hot water geyser, he’d just installed, and how efficient it was. This
led on to solar power and heat pumps, and onto a discussion on various gasses and
eventually on to radio related topics, all interspaced with humour and personal anecdotes.
Very entertaining indeed, and before we knew it an hour and a half had passed. No one
seemed interested in the contest, although a few had twiddled knobs and listened at times, and there was also no
need for the braai. There were only about fifteen members present, and a good ‘Ham Spirit’ prevailed, much to my
relief. All the reports I received were that everyone there had a good experience.
As this is the last ‘Ragchew’ for the year, let me thank all those that have made a difference and helped in any way,
in the past. We remember sadly the silent keys and wish their families well over the festive season. A special thanks
to Anne, for all the work you do and for the high standard you have set for ‘Ragchew’. Why don’t you become a
member of the club and then we could have you as our chairperson, just joking! We thank Peter for still assisting us
with administration and Paul for the loan of equipment, Hans, for our technical support, especially repairing the things we damage inadvertently, and Alan and Andre
for the relays of the Sunday Bulletins, and all those club members who assist. Too
many to mention all, but if you have helped in any way, remember it is appreciated.
The committee members are special too, and I thank you for your support and the
work you do. Dave, who dot’s the I’s, and crosses the T’s, our repeater representative. Danny, the workaholic, who fixes things, especially the antennas. Paul, the
quiet one who stays in the background, but is always there when needed. Tony,
the teacher who has much wisdom. Dirk, the youngest who mucks in no matter
what. Russell, who does not say much, but keeps us informed. Sean, our wanderer, and PRO man. Rob, the knowledgeable one who keeps
an eye on
things and assists Anne. And then there’s yours truly who does
not
hear so well and needs reminding on things! Quite an interesting group to say the least, but as far as I am concerned, a very
capable bunch.
As we go into the holiday season with its festivities and madness at times, be careful, and above all, enjoy the associations in your families. May the New Year which is not that
far away be a good one with much success and happiness? On this note may I share with you a thought as we
plan ahead.
The past reflects eternally between two
mirrors –
the bright mirror of words and deeds,
and the
dark one, full of things we didn’t do or say.
(‘Shantaram’ Gregory David Roberts).
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW
Noel
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Secretary’s Report
From the secretary…..
Hi all and festive greetings to all.
We also welcome our newest member, Bernie Daniel. Bernie hopes to write the
next RAE and we wish him well in this.
That’s all for now Folks.
Russell ZS1VK

Club’s Contact Details:
Chairman / Treasurer
Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 084-5281805
Secretary
Russell – ZS1VK can be reached on 021-7129767 or 072-2599430
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
eMail: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
Website: www.ctarc.org.za

Help: Gazebo
Gazebo Needed
The club is looking to borrow a gazebo
for our end of year function in November. If someone has one and can loan to
us for the day it would be most appreciated by all attendees.

Dates to Diarise
AGM - Last Saturday in July
Lighthouse Operation - Third weekend in August
SARL Field Day - Leg 1 Third
November
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Please contact Rob on 082 551 5423,
021 447 3578 or at radio@telkomsa.net
if you can assist.

End of Year Function - Last Saturday in November

73

Annual CTARC Flea Market - First Saturday in March

Rob ZS1SA

weekend of

SARL Field Day - Leg 2 Second weekend of February
Note: The committee reserves the right to amend the
traditional dates of CTARC events if required.
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Upcoming Events!
N. B. Field Day (19 November) is cancelled due to lack of
interest!
Year End Function
Our annual year end function will take place as usual on the last
Saturday in November, which this year falls on 26 November. It
will take the form of a bring and braai. Fires will be provided and
there will be 807's and cool drinks for sale .
There will be a QLF contest with Noel's massive telegraph key
which is a fun event. For those that have not heard the term QLF,
it is an unofficial Q signal that is sent to Morse operators whose
code is barely readable meaning "are you sending with your Left
Foot?" (A prize will be awarded for the best left “Foot”)
The club trophies will also be awarded during the afternoon.
Recently we have been seeing more of the ladies out at our events so please bring along the XYL and
assure her she will not be alone and join us at the club from 13:00 onwards for this very social get
together.

Back to Monday evening meetings soon
The committee has been very pleased with the turnout that we have been
getting on our Saturday afternoon meetings during the winter months. It has
been decided to make this a regular feature and from January to June each year,
we will meet at the club house on the fourth Monday of the month at 20:00 and
from July to November we will meet at the clubhouse on the fourth Saturday of
each month at 14:00. Hope to see you there.....
73
Rob ZS1SA
Events Coordinator
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Other Avenue’s To Explore...
Noting

the attention which
Smartphone's are receiving in
the newspapers and periodicals,
I got to thinking about the way
in which you could use your
phone to help your hobby along.
Not
everybody
has
a
Smartphone, of course, but even
a previous generation clever
phone may be able to do some of
these clever things we see these
days.
Smartphone’s
are
smart,
because of their abilities to do
things by themselves, respond
to capabilities you expect of
them without your needing to
type anything in, pre-empt your
needs, and update themselves
with new versions of the
software you have installed
unasked. They commonly have
very fast processors, often with
dual-core
capabilities
(2
processes at a time), a large
amount of Random Access
Memory for such small devices,
built in storage for software and
applications, and slots for
Secure Digital memory cards to
increase their storage by up to
32Gb at reasonable price. Then
they also usually have High
Definition Cameras, with still
and video capability, GPS
receivers
built
in,
and
accelerometers, which allow
them to note you’re turning
them sideways or upside down,
and
change
their
screen
appearance from portrait to
landscape views to suit your
view! Utterly remarkable, when
you come to think of it!
Somewhere in there is a phone
and SMS capability, which is

technically what defines them
as phones, and not handheld
computers. I wonder how much
processing power one of these
things has, when compared
with the entire computing
power of Apollo 13!
Moving swiftly on, I noted a
write-up in a recent QST of
some Apple software, which you
can download on to your phone
to use while playing radio.
Individual pieces of software on
these phones are correctly
called “applications”, which the
phone fraternity has long since
abbreviated to “Apps”, and
these are what I want to talk
about a bit. I’m sure more than
half of you reading this know
more about all this than I do.
However, for us Wrinklies out
here, I thought I’d mention
some of these things we can

“Smartphone's are smart, because
of their abilities to do things by
themselves”

hardly understand, let alone
use!
The two biggest groups of Apps
available seem to be for Apple
phones, and for phones running
Google
Android
operating
systems. These two groups are
not interchangeable, so you can
only install the app that
matches your system (fairly
obvious,
I
suppose).
Interestingly, these apps have
been created by all kinds of
kind people out there, and quite
a large number of them are free

to
download.
What you
do is, you
go to your
Operating
System’s (OS) website, choose
to download the app you would
like, and then install to your
phone, by “synchronising” your
phone with your PC. This
involves some system-specific
software
you’ve
already
installed on your PC, which
allows your machine to interact
by USB cable with your phone,
and transfer the app. Simple
enough, it looks to me, though
I’m sure you need to be some
sort of rocket scientist to
navigate though all sorts of
screens and choices!
Apple Apps have to be
downloaded via their iTunes
website,
and
some
are
irritatingly expensive, though
not always so. Android Apps
require a visit to their Android
Market, and again, some apps
are free, and some cost some
Rands to buy. Having said all
that, may I now tell you about
some of the kinds of things you
may be tempted by, if you’re
trying to justify a Smartphone
at your next upgrade?
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Other Avenue’s To Explore
There are Utilitytype apps, which
help
you
with
Maths,
Calculator
functions,
Conversion
functions,
and
catalogues of wiresizes, screw-thread
types,
and
remarkable things
like
Radiation
counters and EMF
sensors, using the
magnetic field sensors built in
to monitor fields surrounding
you. And of course, both Apple
and
Google
provide
map
applications, to be used with
their GPS capabilities, or for
look-up purposes, if you’re
trying to find an address. A
fascinating one for a failed
Astronomer like me is a Sky
app, which is very clever. You
hold your phone upside down
above your head up to the sky,
the phone works out where it is
and which direction you’re
facing, and then displays the
planets
and
constellations
visible, with suitable notations
and descriptions! Astonishing!!
The Ham radio apps are quite
interesting too. I found mention
of the following, on the Android
Utilities page:
Lat Long Calc Pro: converts
coordinates
and
calculates
distances for DX purposes;
ElectroDroid: can be used to
draw circuit diagrams and tests
circuitry;
Maidenhead Grid Locator: does

Cont:

... ZS1DFR

as it says;
Component
calculators:
help
you
work
out
resistance,
capacitance,
inductance values,
plan
gain
in
circuits,
and
similar
calculations;
Call-sign book: no
explanation needed
there;
HamsatDroid: Keplerian data
for various satellites, and
displaying worldmaps;
Satellite locator: does much the
same thing;
Echolink: allows a registered
ham to work via echolink from
his phone;
APRSDroid:

displays your

“See you at the end-ofyear function “

APRS information on your
phone, and allows you to post
your position and short packet
information.
On the iTunes website, similar
apps are available, such as:
Logging software: uses obvious;
PSK31 apps:
hams;

for registered

RTTY: as above;
CW decoders: will listen to the
incoming CW and print the

message
screen;

on

the

APRS apps:
Android phones;

as used by

Before you say “but, hang on,
where am I going to get the
money to own a Smartphone?”,
let me reassure you that some
of the least expensive contracts
with the cell-phone operators
have Smartphone's included in
their optional equipment at no
extra cost! So, if you have the
technological curiosity of a
typical
Ham,
don’t
automatically assume you can’t
afford one of these. Explore the
field before you buy yet another
old-fashioned telephone set!!
See you at the end-of-year
function ☻
Dave ZS1DFR
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ZS1TM Tony McEwen

RADIO SHACK TONY McEWEN ZS1TM
Well, I suppose some might consider my
intriguing collection that I tend to call my
shack, to be an ugly bunch of metal and
plastic, artistically framed ( perhaps
polluted) by odds and ends of
unmitigated junk. But that’s simply
because they belong to the misinformed
masses who somehow fail to perceive the
beauty of the lovingly assembled
collection of fascinating treasures!
On that subject, the visual canvas of my
work of art is made up as follows, in no
particular order:
1) My receivers consisting of no less
than two Barlow Wadley XCR-30s, one with AM and FM capabilities,
powered by a hand painted and restored yellow power supply and the other
only AM; one Trio Model 9R-59D with original speaker, Model SP-59D; a
Sanyo Model RP8700 Transworld Receiver and a slightly unwell (but
hopefully not critically so) Grundig Satellit 1400 BL Professional.
2) HF setup: remote smart-tuner similar to the SGC 230 connected to a 2mm
stainless steel long wire capable of tuning up on all the bands quite
successfully; a 40/80m twin di-pole setup also with 2mm stainless cable
giving great TX and RX; a Tet Emtron mini beam for 10, 15 and 20m on an
11m Molly tower and a Ham 4 rotator with direction control; an Icom IC-728
connected to the above antenna systems via an MFJ-941E Versa Tuner II.
3) VHF and UHF equipment includes the compulsory handies to prove that I’m
really cool as a radio amateur – a Kenwood FM Dual Bander TH-F7 and a
Motorola GP 300; base riggs include a Kenwood TM-V7 2m/70cm hooked up
to a Diamond X-200 at about 12m on the top of my tower; joined via a dual
switch on the same antenna by an Icom IC-229H – my favourite and the one
used for Sunday bulletins; and, like any self respecting Radio Amateur, on
standby in case of power failures, I have a Motorola CM 300 base rig
connected to a battery backup power supply.
4) AND, to further complement the Picasso like value of the masterpiece, there
are two morse keys lifted (legally, I’m certain) from a 1939 destroyer.
Of course what I really need to do is to recklessly lash out and get my hands on a
Yaesu FT-950 and hook it up to my beautiful 4 element beam, which sadly, is on ice
because it protrudes by a massive 20cm over my neighbour’s boundary and proves
to be a dire threat to the life and limb of the poor chap’s very existence.
Oh well ... !?

“But that’s simply
because they belong
to the misinformed
masses”.
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“Watts Up?”
TO PTT OR NOT TO PTT WHILE DRIVING
The SA traffic authorities promulgated the Road Traffic Ordinance Regulation 308A around the year
2000, which prohibits the use of a cell phone when driving a motor vehicle. While this law is aimed directly at cell phones, it was not designed to ban the use of radio transceivers operating in the land mobile radio service (including amateur radio) from 2 MHz to 500 MHz. The law passed through several
reviews in subsequent years and a debate arose whether the use of microphones by mobile hams were
indeed allowed. Although there is no indication to the contrary, many hams still believe that it is illegal
to use a microphone while driving.
Fortunately, the matter has now been cleared. The City of Cape Town has promulgated a by-law on
22 July 2011 banning the use of cell phones while driving and some of the by-law text is verbatim to the
national Regulation 308A. This by-law puts an end to the long-standing debate by clearly allowing mobile ham radio operation while driving and is quoted here from the provincial gazette:
==Quote==
Western Cape Provincial Gazette 6892 of 22 July 2011
CHAPTER 6 – COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES
Prohibition on use of communication device while driving
38. (1) Subject to any other law, no person shall drive a motor vehicle
on a public road –
(a) while holding a cellular or mobile telephone or any other communication device in one or both hands or with any other part of the
body;
(b) while using or operating a cellular or mobile telephone or other
communication device unless such a cellular or mobile telephone or other communication device is
affixed to the vehicle or is part of the fixture in the vehicle and remains so affixed while being used or
operated, or is specially adapted or designed to be affixed to the person of the driver as headgear, and
is so used, to enable such driver to use or operate such telephone or communication device without
holding it in the manner contemplated in paragraph (a), and remains so affixed while being used or operated.
(2) For the purposes of this section –
(a) the word ‘‘headgear’’ includes a device which is specially designed or adapted to allow the driver to
use a cellular or mobile telephone or other communication device in such a manner that he or she does
not hold it in one or both hands or with any other part of the body, and which is connected to the cellular or mobile telephone or other communication device concerned, directly or indirectly, while being
fitted to or attached to one or both ears of the driver; and
(b) the phrases ‘‘cellular or mobile telephone or any other communication device’’ and ‘‘cellular or mobile telephone or other communication device’’, excludes land mobile radio transmission and reception
equipment operating in the frequency band 2 MHz to 500 MHz that is affixed to the vehicle or is part of
the fixture in the vehicle.
(3) Subject to subsections (1) and (4), an authorised officer may, in the public interest and safety of the
public, confiscate and impound a hand held communication device.
(4) The authorised officer must, when confiscating any hand held communication device –
(a) inform the owner of such communication device of the reasons of confiscating and impounding;
(b) issue a receipt to the owner of such hand held communication device, stating the place at which
such device may be claimed; and
(c) follow all procedures contained in any policy of the City dealing with the confiscation and impoundment of property.
See overleaf

"Excludes land
mobile radio
transmission and
reception
equipment
operating in the
frequency band 2
MHz to 500
MHz"
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“Watts Up?” ...Cont:
CHAPTER 7 – OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
Offences and Penalties
39. (1) A person who contravenes a provision of this By-law commits an offence.
(2) A person who commits an offence referred to in subsection (1) is, on conviction, liable for a fine or a term of imprisonment
not exceeding three years, or both such fine or such imprisonment.
==Unquote==
So, there we have it. You may legally operate your mobile transceiver from 2 MHz to 500 MHz while driving, providing that it is
affixed to the vehicle. If you want to operate your handheld transceiver (handie), it must be fitted with an external wired microphone and the handie must be affixed to the vehicle. Operating a handheld (not built-in) handie will definitely attract attention and you will be fined and the handie confiscated. Also note that a transceiver lying on the seat and wired to the vehicle with an external antenna does not qualify as being affixed and is against the by-law.
Should you ever be fined for operating a properly installed radio, do not argue with the official or produce a copy of the by-law,
as it is unlikely to alter his opinion. I was pulled over for having the microphone of a properly installed radio in my hand and I
simply accepted the traffic ticket, wrote to the traffic manager, drew his attention to Regulation 308A and referred to the exclusion of the land mobile radio service. The traffic manager apologised and withdrew the charge.

Hot
News!

Heathkit's director of sales and marketing, Ernie Wake, says the response to
the company's announcement that it was returning to the kit business has
been "overwhelming, exciting and scary." Ernie told the ARRL that "the
scary part is that the brand name has so much loyalty that we don't want to
disappoint the people who have such fond memories." He also said the
company originally had "no intention of entering the amateur radio kit market" when it first made the announcement, but that response from hams has
forced it to reconsider.
I remember my many happy hours around the ham bands with a Heathkit
HW-101 HF transceiver, fondly known as the HotWater-101. It should be
interesting to see where Heathkit takes the modern market. Perhaps an entry-level SSB transceiver, definitely a QRP CW transceiver and some station
accessories. However, I suspect that software defined radio (SDR) will become a prominent component in their catalogue. Roll on home construction
and let us melt some solder again!
See Overleaf:...
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“Watt’s Up?” ...Cont:
FUN ON 28 MHz
The recent HF propagation conditions
have seen activity on the bands not
experienced
in
many decades and
it is like the old
days with the 10
metre band often
not closing at
night. Unbelievable!
My first HF transceiver when licensed in 1977,
was a brand new
Yaesu
FT-301D
with all its station accessories. The
bands were cooking in those days and
the DX was rolling in like a tsunami, yet
my sparkling FT-301D seemed a bit sluggish on the 10 metre band. I later
learned that it was not uncommon for
transceivers of that time to be somewhat deaf on 10 metres.
Fast forward to today. Paging through
the lively 10 metre band on a modern
digital transceiver is a very different
experience and has been quite exciting.
The stations were so closely packed
together that there was no place for a
mouse and I ventured further up to the
less crowded parts of the band. Suddenly, I was bombarded with some Smeter breaking, unintelligible interference. My initial reaction was that it
may be one of the hams living in my
immediate vicinity, but I could not properly resolve the signal and it definitely
was not SSB. I reset the DSP filters and
then changed the mode to FM and
there it was – crystal clear FM. I quickly
checked the band plan and confirmed
that I was listening to a 10 metre repeater on 29,620 MHz.
The 10 metre band FM repeaters normally operate on a -100 kHz shift for the
repeater input and I set the radio to

split operation with VFO-A on the repeater output of 29,620 MHz and VFO-B
on the input of 29,520 MHz. It is interesting to note the wide range of call
signs from all over the world on the
repeater
output and
t h e n
switching
to VFO-B to
monitor
which
of
those signals can be
heard on
the input.
Generally,
most of the
signals are
only heard on the output, with very few
heard on both input and output due to
propagation conditions at that time.
The 10 metre FM sub-band in Region-1
ranges from 29,510 to 29,700MHz and
is channelised into repeater and simplex
frequencies. The channels are commonly grouped into repeater inputs,
simplex and repeater output frequencies as follows:
Repeater input channels: 29,520 |
29,540 | 29,560 | 29,580 MHz

peaters would respond only
to signals having the CTCSS tone required for that repeater. These repeaters would not respond to weak distant
signals on their inputs and correspondingly not transmit and repeat to add to
the congestion. 16 kHz wide signals
with 5 kHz deviation is normal in this
band and 8 kHz narrow signals with
2,5 kHz deviation can also be found.
I noticed an interesting occurrence as I
tuned around the 10 metre band one
particular midnight. The band was dead
quiet, until I tuned to 29,620 MHz and
there the repeater was blasting through
with a booming signal. Although the
signal was very strong and stable, the
stations operating via the repeater
were a little distorted and not the usual
crystal clear FM. The repeater is located
on a mountain top near New York and
requires a CTCSS access tone of 146,2
Hz and has an output of 1,2 kW. With
so much power on 28 MHz, no wonder
the signal booms into Cape Town.
I hope these good propagation conditions are here to stay for a while so that
we can experience the wonders of the
10 metre band again.
Wishing you good DX

Simplex channel: 29,600 MHz
Repeater output channels: 29,620 |
29,640 | 29, 660 | 29,680 MHz
Common practice for 10 metre repeaters is to use a 100 kHz negative offset
for repeater operation, but due to the
very few available repeater channels,
odd-splits (offsets differing from
100 kHz) and non-standard frequencies
are not uncommon. Since 10 metres
can frequently open up to propagate
globally, most 10 metre repeaters use
a CTCSS sub-audible access tone. The
purpose of CTCSS access control is to
reduce co-channel interference during
band openings. CTCSS equipped re-

How much net work could a
network work, if a network
could net work?

Deon ZS1ZL
Edition 66

Deon Erwin ZS1ZL supplies the drive current to
push the Watts Up? Send him your news, views,
tips, tricks, traps and questions on the CTARC
email address or CTARC telephone number.
Views expressed are not necessarily those of the
Editor or the CTARC Committee.
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Contest Corner!
CONTEST CORNER
#8
By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X
Upcoming Local Events in December – Also see the SARL web: http://
www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
4 December

-

PEARS HF QSO Party

Upcoming International Events in December – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests have been
mentioned below.
2,4 December

-

ARRL 160m Contest

10,11 December

-

ARRL 10m Contest

17,18 December

-

Stew Perry Top Band Challenge

17,18 December

-

Croatian CW Contest

26 December

.

DARC Christmas Challenge
Now.... Just
one more
QSO... QRZ,
QRZ!

YES DEAR! I
WILL BE
THERE IN A
MOMENT!

73’s & Good DX! Have a blessed Christmas and New Year!

“See Upcoming
Events in
December ”
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Swop Shop, Surplus, Wanted and More ?
I have some valves which may be of use for fixing old kit and some of these are
quite hard to get and due to scarcity cost between R30 and R100 each. I would
just like R5 to cover the effort of sorting and listing per tube.
6AU6, 6AW8A, 6CH6, 6AT6, 6360, 6BW6, 6AQ5, CV136, 6BJ6, DAF91, N77,
QV04/7, 6SL7GT, 5763, 6C4, EF91, 6J6, PL21/ZD21, 6AQ5A, CV135, CV131,
ECC83, 6BA6, ECC88, EC81, 6CB6, QQE01/12, 6BQ75, CV858, 6BE6, ECC81,
6AJ5, JRP 957, JRC 9004, JRC 955, OSRAM TT16.
Have a nice day,
88,
Brian (ZR1AF)

“COME ON EVERYONE SEND YOUR
SWOPS / AD’s IN TO THE
EDITOR WITH PICS AND PRICES…….
YOU NEVER KNOW !”
I have two swops going at present

Gone

!

1)

FT101ZD transceiver, little
used excellent condition
R1500

2)

5 Band HF Vertical Antenna
good condition R400

!
e
n
o
G

Call Jan
ZS1JH

Tel 021-8729816

Do you need
I’m looking for old magnetic tapes people
might no longer be using, for a project. Not
cassette tapes, but 5 or 7 inch reels of tape, or
empty reels as take-up reels. You may have
old tapes, and no tape deck to play them on. If
so, I’ll gladly pay a reasonable price for them.
Contact Dave ZS1DFR

Brochures, Fliers,
Newsletters, or General Admin
for your Club or Business?
Contact the Editor (Anne) on
email: anne.bareham@gmail.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS, BIRTHDAYS AND
NOTICES!
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in
the coming month, may your special day herald a fantastic

10 Nov
J
14 Nov ohn Green ZS
1
Dudley
Burrow GOM
18 Nov
sZ
H
26 Nov arold Lange Z S1DB
S
Ted Sw
eetnam 1VW
28 Nov
Z
Russell
Mycroft S1BN
ZS1VK

6 Dec J
oh
7 Dec D n O'Brian ZS1
e
A
7 Dec H nnis Wells ZS GF
1A
u
20 Dec go Friedmann U
Dave R
Z
eece ZS S1HSF
22 Dec
1
Prof De
Vries Z DFR
S1ADD

Delivering
Solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing
design and management services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built environment
worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact:

←
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Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
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